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No Justice 
Betrayal 

“Justice” the cold voice crooned at her, a palpable incredulity danced with poorly veiled disgust at the concept, “My 

dear child, how can you be so blind? Have you not learned… not seen yet, there is no room for justice in the 

Realms?” 

It had been centuries and yet Morathis words still clung to Amelia's memories, it had endured the 

long years of imprisonment with nary a soul for company. A lesson perhaps? Some attempt in vain to 

keep her mind and purpose fresh lest despair claim her entirely. 

The Aelven goddess circled her as a wildcat would toy with its prey, her piercing eyes seeming to burn into the nas-

cent Demi Goddess, sniffing the air lightly before curling up her nostrils in disgust “Half-blood… what are you?!?” 

bewildered or simply irritated at her presence it was unclear. “You think yourself better than me? You call yourself 

Arbiter of the Just, yet where are they?” Arms flung wide to the chambers of the first pantheon, the other gods en-

gaged in furious dispute seemingly leaving Amelia's psyche to be clawed apart by the Khainite, “I see liars, I see 

traitors… ambitious, proud, deceptive, HUNGRY… but I see no Justice here”  

No Justice… she had of course been taken aback, offended even in the moment. Young and naïve to 

the cold nature of the realm she had bought wholesale into the dream of peace and harmony that Sig-

mar had pitched. So enamoured with the dream was she that she had sworn service to the Pantheon, 

her unique gifts to see the truth in all things made her a natural arbiter of justice across the realms, a 

far flung role from an inception into the shifting mists of the Ulgan spires and the trickster gods she 

had gratefully accepted. And yet with every passing year in her sealed tomb those words dug a little 

deeper, was this her fate… alone in the dark for eternity, was this just… was it RIGHT?!? 

Morathis hand darted out in a second, snapping like a snake sinking its fangs into a bewildered prey she seized on 

Amelia's head to turn her gaze to Sigmars form stood in the shadow of Nagash “Look deeper, look beyond the lies… 

see the moving parts…” her voice drifted, almost narcotically through the Demi-gods mind as Amelia's eyes drew 

the Gods into focus, at first she saw only the delicate negotiations that had proved the form for all such gatherings 

and yet the more she looked she saw something else… the passing moments saw fists clench, Sigmar even took a 

step back as though adopting a defensive guard despite words remaining civil the whole time., was that anger? 

Distrust? “Look beyond it… see the flaws… the entropy… see it erode before your very eyes” 

See beyond…. Beyond… at once Amelia's eyes snapped back into focus, dragged from the memories 

that sought to keep her in ignorant apathy. Beyond what you see…. Time and time again as the spin-

ning rings passed her gaze she tried to keep focus on their forms, it had to mean something… her 

psyche reaching out desperate to be freed from the cage. Tens… hundreds… thousands of times the 

furiously spinning rings of her cage slipped her gaze before she finally caught sight of something her 

subconscious must of noted long before. The flaw beyond the veneer of the engine that her locked 

her away for so long, the slightest alignment fault that every rotation had eroded a miniscule more.  

A tiny slipup, entropy… and for the first time she was grateful to have heard the words of the Serpen-

tine Goddess. Seizing upon what little energy she had been to conserve these long years she coiled up 

for a moment, hears the rush of air with every pass the rings made beneath her, waiting… no longer 

for death or oblivion yet the seconds felt like years until the briefest of clicks of the poorly aligned 

ring could be heard before lashing out with a millennia of wrath at this injustice. 

At the same time, some miles away an Ironweld prospectors expedition, lost for weeks in the shifting mists of Ulgu 

and half starved were on the brink of giving up hope when a piercing light erupted forth from a nearby mountain. The 

brilliant blue light cascaded through the veil of the Realm of Shadow, burning into the eyes of all who beheld it, and 

as its brilliance began to dim the prospectors clamoured to their feet, discarding all that might slow them down as 

they made all haste toward its origin. Hope. 



 

THE MIDNIGHT CITY 

The Cogwraiths 

 In Ulgu the days can be as treacherous as the Shadows 

around them, it is said for miles around the city of 

Midnight the ancient edifice of its clocktower can be seen 

as though dagger piercing the very veil of the nights sky. 

Buried in the very heart of the city it is an arcane 

innovation able to predict the precise time that the light 

Hysh will strike the mirrored valley in which the city has 

been build, its iridescent cascade rippling off of every 

surface to illuminate the only safe passage to the iron 

gates of Midnight. The cities original name may well have 

been lost to the sands of time but it a common sentiment 

amongst travellers when nearing the city would be "We 

are approaching Midnight", by way of observing that their 

path would soon be illuminated by the ascendancy of 

Hysh. 

 

Such sentiment has persisted, and though 

the cities name has been lost the phrase has 

persevered. For many hearing it they mistook it to 

mean the city they were approaching was 

called Midnight, a moniker since taken 

and owned by the populace. It also 

informs upon their heraldry, the black of 

the shadows of Ulgu crested by the 

vibrant yellow of the light of Hysh 

cascading through the valley. The two 

together are taken as a sign of safety 

and prosperity by those who know 

of the ancient cities history, though 

to many it is simply the most faded 

of memories of a legacy long since 

slipped from power. 

A MADMANS DREAM 

Midnight was to be the crowning 

accomplishment of its Age, though the 

name of its architect have been lost of the 

echoes of time all speak of his creation even long 

after his passing. They say that it was on an expedition 

that strayed too far from the charted maps of Ulgu in 

search of fame or fortune, that they staggered through the 

shifting mists of Ulgu. Just as all sensibility or reason to 

their journey had begun to slip from conscious mind it was 

this small group of Weld excavators that discovered the 

Mirrored canyon, seemingly naturally forming the 

reflective nature of the rocks that walled in this corridor 

concealed many a pitfall and dead drop into the depths 

beneath the realm plate. And yet for the briefest of 

moments, in the dead of night as Ulgu receded this 

magnificent valley channelled the light of Hysh as it began 

its ascendancy, a rippling cascade of light dancing across 

the quilted mists of Ulgu in an ever shifting dance of light 

and shadow, as though moving to some unseen music 

whose silence echoed louder in the hearts of onlooker than 

any note ever could. It is said that so entranced was the 

architect, that he declared at once that this was where he 

would make his finest creation, though miles from any 

point of strategic value it would appear that something 

had stirred within his aging heart. What followed was 

perhaps the most costly endeavour the Weld has ever 

sought to complete, a life well lived in service to those who 

called themselves nobility had granted the Architect a 

wealth beyond the knowledge of most of the populace of 

the Realms. He called to him the finest engineers, metal 

shapers, labourers and with them the finest of cog 

work creations ever bestowed upon the realm.  

The years of construction of this mighty factory 

city dragged on and its schematics ever 

changing with the Architects obsessions 

seemingly instilled paranoia within his 

aged soul. Midnight was to be created 

to his exact specifications, jealously 

guarded at all times he imparted only 

what each engineer must know to 

perform their role, he himself spent 

most of his days locked within a 

chamber at the far end of the mirrored 

canyon scribbling a constantly 

shifting series of changes to the 

increasingly elaborate city. It is said 

that Hyish is the land of inspiration, 

but others say that crown belongs to 

the realm of Ulgu, it whispers to the 

souls of men… calls to them to reach 

for ever distant dreams, it spurs them 

to abandon all in search of their 

obsession. It was this whispering that took a 

hold of the Architect, as the spires of midnight grew ever 

taller, the complex array of shifting tunnels and ever 

moving platforms becoming a dizzying puzzle box as 

though guarding the city even from those who sought to 

build it. At its heart rose the massive clockwork tower that 

would become the city palace, a jutting monolith of cog 

rising up out of the mists to watch the dancing lights that 

had birthed the finest city in the Weld. 

  

THE BIRTH OF NOBILITY 

News of the cities creation spread far and wide, 

Realm: Ulgu 

Region: The Mirrored Canyon 

Size: Underground Metropolis 

Populace: Human, Duardin and Automata 

Age: Ancient 

Defining Characteristic: Cogwork Design, City of 

Legend 

Standing Army: Ironweld, Argent Order 

Trade Goods: Artificer Weaponry, Cogwork Trinkets 



increasingly distant relatives seemingly spurred to 

honour bonds of blood or pursue their own agendas 

sought out the Architect, and from a lifetime of loneliness 

in his final days a noble house was birthed by those who 

had spent their years forsaking him. With such kin came 

their own myriad of household staff, and before long the 

lonely city of midnight had become a bustling cog work 

metropolis, its workshops following a whole litany of the 

architects cog work designs seemingly pulled from the 

mists and his obsessions, producing the finest in Cog 

innovations across the scope of the Weld. 

Yet the will of Ulgu is hard to resist, such Kinsmen did 

not come to laud praise on their ancestor, nor did they 

seek to spend life on bended knee to the old man. The 

whispering mists called to them to claim the throne of 

midnight as their own, uniting them only in conspiracy 

and paranoia that they might subvert the architects will 

and claim the city as their own. Whether it was his kin, or 

simply the hand of Nagash simply greeting him as Aged 

friend that finally claimed the architect is unknown, but 

those who once resided in Midnight remember the 

moment ever so well. It is said that with the last beat of 

his wearied heart the Architect slipped from this world 

and into the next, and at that same moment the cities 

clocktower let out the piercing toll of Midnight, and then 

as life left the architects beaten body so too did it drain 

from the Cogs of Midnight. 

In a single moment the city died, every cog freezing in 

place, the great clock ticking no more for its populace, the 

ever shifting platforms freezing in place. Days turned into 

months as the engineers tried every conceivable trick to 

spur the great cog engine into life once more, yet the city 

could not be roused, the pained silence of which 

resonated louder than any bell chime ever could have. To 

the eyes of the greater realms, with winter fast 

approaching and unable to revive their city or stoke the 

furnaces without the great clock the populace had no 

choice but to abandon their homes, the great caravans 

streaming from its many gates until shadow is its only 

occupant.   

The outer streets of the city were ceded to the shadow 

beasts of Ulgu, massive constructs of wild magic and 

darkness that prowl the once vibrant streets, half starved 

in the ghost of the city they set upon all those that 

would seek to disturb its slumber. And as the 

decades turned into centuries none had 

ventured beyond the great iron gates 

of the Citadel to see 

what lay within. Never then would they have cast eyes 

upon the endless progress that has continued in the 

workshops beneath the mirrored platforms of the cities 

streets, in the expansive under city those who refused to 

give up their legacy have continued 

their labours. 

MIDNIGHT 

ASCENDS 

Many 

throughout 

the centuries 

that have 

followed 

have sought 

to enter the 

Clockwork City, 

clamouring over frozen platform 

or attempting to force their way through half rotated 

tunnels, and yet they have found themselves rebuffed… 

some speak of Cog work shadows flitting above them, 

ever watching sentinels of the cities sleeping heart. 

Others claim a platform just within reach seemingly 

shifting beyond them as they reached out, denying them 

access to their prize. So much has this legend grown that 

Queens to the Weld Throne actively climb the city, the 

Queen to come closest to its hidden heart claiming one of 

the Architects much rumoured trove of designs and the 

throne for the next generation.  

As the Ironweld Matriarch neared her final days Queens 

from all the great houses once more competed for rule of 

the Weld. Though the competition was fierce, with 

dangers coming not only from the beasts that prowl the 

cities corpse, the ever shifting nature of the city itself and 

the sheer ambitions of those they competed against all 

Queens were laid low either through injury, desertion or 

death save for a young Queen bearing the colours of the 

Midnight City, flanked by a royal guard of Cog work 

unlike any seen before. The very presence of such a 

contender, to drape oneself in the garb of a dead city and 

defile its once noble heritage sent the gathered nobility 

into uproar, their ever rising voices decrying  the 

eligibility of an entrant from the abandoned city let alone 

handing the rule of an empire to the outsider. It would 

seem such political dissent had, for a time at least 

allowed the Matriarch retain the crown of the Weld for 

the time being. Though it had been their claims that had 

led to such an act it strained already tense relationships 

between the noble houses, some voicing that she has 

overstepped her bounds. 

Yet with the Queen of the Midnight city unveiled, and the 
long since sealed Gates of Midnight grind open once 
more, the bizarre Cog work populace seemingly spurred 
to life in the presence of the Midnight Queen, questions 
begin to be asked.. 
Who is this Noble, and what of the city of wonders that 
has been locked for so long… 

Not all it would seem were entirely unaware of the 
survival of the Midnight city, it would have been unable 
to survive the long years that marked the Age of Chaos 
without tenuous ties to the outer world. Vast docks are 



hidden in the Undercity, able to connect to waterways 
that shift and move beneath the realmplate and connect 
the populace of Midnight to the unscrupulous Corsairs of 
the Scourge Privateers. Yet the wealth the passes into and 
out of the city on their shadowed ships has been enough 
to buy the silence of those who visited the city during its 
feigned death. So too have the enclaves of Idoneth hidden 
in these buried waterways seen trade with the city grow 
their kingdoms, hidden far below the mirrored canyons 
the winding water passages are held secure by Idoneth 
and Ironweld together. 

Since emerging from their absence the engineers of the 
Midnight City have sought to maintain a solid trading 
partnership with other free cities though their alliance is 
at time frosty. They have a symbiotic relationship with 
shadow beasts that patrol the abandoned outer city who 
both deter interlopers and feast on the cities dead. Whilst 
not openly confrontational with Sylvaneth they maintain 
little contact, however utilise subterranean smuggling 
coves to move large quantities of their artificer Cogworks 
through alliance with both scourge privateers and 
Idoneth residing beneath the realm plate  

In Midnight much of the power comes from geothermal 
vents, though vast caravans of Ashy combustible fire root 
form a massive bulk of their imports. Exporting the finest 
and most bizarre of Cogwork innovations, trinkets and 
treasures to fuel their relentless industry. Rumour has it 
the most refined Cogwork Automata are fuelled by 
Alchemical vials with the central heart strung from Ulgu 
Realmthread, the very aspect of freewill. It is said that 
the City spends most of its day bathed in darkness, it is 
only as the bell tolls midnight, and Hysh becomes 
ascendant the entire valley is bathed in radiant rapturous 
light. The outer extremities are a labyrinth of shadow 
stalked streets long since abandoned to the ravenous 
darkness, even the main causeway to the central spire is 
only transversable on the toll of midnight light. At its 
heart the grinding noise of Cogwork mechanisms 
reverberated across shifting platforms in an ever 
changing silhouette framed in the darkened sky. Much of 
the city now lies beneath the surface, hidden to outsiders.  

Their long enemy and arguably best asset are the 

seemingly endless tides of Skaven hailing from the Clan 

Skyre pouring into the under city. What was once a 

minor breach as Gnawhole, seemingly by the hand of fate 

or pure accident breached the lowest vaults of the 

workshops, has escalated into what has become known as 

the great schism. Poorly planned attempts by the cities 

engineers, perhaps naïvely confident in their own 

abilities, saw a sequence of ore enriched charges 

detonated at the very mouth of the Gnawhole seeking to 

bury it beneath the rubble of workshops above. And yet 

instead of delivering salvation the explosive forces 

seemingly amplified the Wyrdstone maw of the 

gnawhole, greatly expanding it and casting hundreds of 

the populace tumbling in an avalanche of stone and cog 

into the depths never to be seen again. As the choking 

smog of the gnawhole continued to flood the lower 

workshops there was little the armies of Midnight could 

do but cede the lower workshops to the ratkin, climbing 

ever higher into the under city that they might be free of 

the toxins spilling into their homes. The greatest 

innovations of the city, they arcane engineering 

masterpieces of the Automata were instead sent down to 

wage war on the interlopers, these constructs of gem and 

metal need not take a breath and thus could continue 

their onslaught in the smog drenched lower workshops. 

Buried far beneath the city and unknown to the greater 

realms it is this constant clash of automata and Skyre 

innovation that has led to rapid advancement as both 

sides feed off of the technologies of the other. Engineers 

occasionally venture into the lower halls in sealed 

cogplate to recover Skaven technologies to strip down 

and improve upon them under the guise of innovations of 

Midnight. 

THE ARGENT ORDER 

Having emerged from their darkened tombs the populace 
of Midnight have swelled with the caravans of artisans, 
refugees and fortune seekers who would make it their 
home. Its highly defensible position and strategic 
location making it a rare location of safety in an 
otherwise deceptive and cruel realm. Among the first to 
join the city were the Argent Order, Witch hunters who 
can trace their linage back to the militant wing of the 
Church of the First Pantheon. Though the Pantheon itself 
has long since dissolved the order have grown in the fear 
and paranoia that permeated the realm. Their original 
inception was as vigilant watchmen for the influence of 
chaos beginning to exert itself throughout the realms, 
and though their failure in that sacred duty is evident 
they see themselves not as culprits but victims of 
circumstance. Their failures, they claim, were a result of 
the volatile flow of magics allowed to permeate every 
fibre of the realms, its pervasive and corruptive influence 
having been allowed to flow without limit into the cities 
of Sigmar, and its power corrupted those who sought to 
wield it making them ideal candidates to fall to the 
whims of Chaos.  

As time has dragged on there have been countless victims 
of the whims of magic upon the realms, those who 
seeking some reason for their tragedies have latched 
upon magic as culprit. And thus the Argent Order, now 
vehemently anti magic extremists have found no 
shortage of recruits to add to their ranks. It is their 
innovations coupled with the efforts of the Ironweld 
Engineers that have constructed the immense reality 
Anchors of the cities tower, repelling the influences of 
magic from the very borders of the city often with fatal 
consequences to those who would seek to use it. 

  



THE CLOCKWORK HOST 
 
The Clockwork host is a bizarre sight even for the exotic 
battlefields of the Realms, they march in perfect 
synchronicity, a hundred brass hewn feet thundering 
across the battlefield in union. Not a word seemingly 
uttered between them, every battle is a choreographed 
dance of death practiced a thousand times within their 
shadowed city. It is their wordless, unspoken unison that 
has earned the guild their Cogwraiths moniker, silence 
save for the creaking of metallic joints and greased hinges 
on the field of battle. It is hard to discern where the 
populace of Midnight end and the Cogwork 
enhancements begin, some claim that there is little left of 
the original mortals within the populace of Midnight, 
that their Cogwork artisans long since transcended 
simple enhancements instead able to create automata 
answerable only to the Nobility of this enigmatic Guild. 

The Military is split into three main segments: 
The Ironsworn, nobility of the city wielding the most 
expensive, refined and experimental technology in the 
Weld. Whilst keyed to the city they are ultimately 
accountable to the Ironcouncil of the Weld. They form 
the outriders on cogsteeds, templars in Cogwork 
harnesses and tank commanders of the Cogstables. The 
Weldguard, ever many and woman in the Weld is trained 
in basic use of riflery and halberd, that they could in 
times of need be drafted into the guard. Equipped with 
heavy cog plate and fuelled by boilers strapped to their 
back they are a slow moving but resilient force that form 
the bulk of the army. The Arsenal, some are spared 
enlistment in the guard if they show prowess in the 
gunnery crews. Accompanied by swathes of labourers for 
the transport and maintenance of the artillery of the 
Weld. 
 
The resilience of the Cog Guard is a sight to behold, a 
true test of just how far their Cogwork upgrades have 
gone. Many a foe has buried blade into the chest of a 
Midnight Weldguard only to be cut down by his victim 
whilst rejoicing the kill. Even those felled can on occasion 
be seen dragging their  broken forms across the 
battlefield on the long journey back to their workshops. It 
is for this reason that the Clockwork Host makes 
extensive use of their Cog guard, able to deploy wave 
after wave of faceless soldiers upon the field of battle 
each working together with singular purpose. 

It is said there was once the forth element, the Automata 
of Midnight, though they have not seen battle in a 
generation. With the lower holds breached by Gnaw 
holes leaking toxic gasses into the undercity only the 
Automata could be deployed to tackle the threat in any 
real number. What monstrosities still roam below is 
unknown, as the Automata have long since stopped 
coming up for repair.  

The artisan design of the innovation of Midnight do not 
stop with their Guard, the adornments of their nobility 
are truly stunning to behold, severed limbs are replaced 
by entirely functional mechanisms of cog and steel, often 
with blades hidden within the body of the prosthetic that 
they might better function on the field of battle. Those 
who observe the Children of Midnight fight remark at the 
deft grace deployed by their nobility, seemingly driven to 
feats beyond that of mortal men by their newly enhanced 
nature. 

The Midnight legions now pour out of their city after it 
had been thought empty for centuries, rank after rank of 
Cog Guard flanked by their lumbering Templars 
seemingly absent pilot. If their innovations have come so 
far absent collaboration with the rest of the 
Weld, many now wonder what they 
could do since they have united with 
their former allies. 

  

  

THE MIDNIGHT QUEEN 

Since emerging from their hiding the Midnight City 
has been led by the apparently youthful Midnight 

Queen. Though fresh of face she stands a clear head 
height taller than the men and women that make her 

armies, yet to call her human would be to over simplify 
her existence. The majority of her form rippled with 
Cogwork mechanisms and artificer plating, with no 

skin visible behind the metal veneer save for her 
youthful complexion. None could truly say how old the 

Queen is, nor for how long she has led the city and 
shaped its futures, though she has lived far beyond the 

lifetimes of those who form her elite council. 

Since the integration of the Argent Order into the city 
a fanaticism has begun to spread through the 
populace. It is, according to the Order, clearly 

apparent that the Queen is of divine origin. They claim 
that she may well be Irellia, trickster god and steward 
of the strands of fate for the First Pantheon, a lesser 

deity often paling in appearance to those of the greater 
pantheon. Her longevity and choice of weaponry on 

the field of battle has done little to dispel this notion, 
wielding seemingly artificer pistols without chamber 
for rounds able to pluck the souls from her targets. 
And effortlessly wielding the axe Betrayer, able to 

buckle and bend the armour of its victims before ever 
it makes contact. 

The Order claims there would have been no better 
refuge for Amelia during the Age of Chaos, than a 

valley that none can traverse without a guide, buried in 
a city consumed by darkness, beneath mirrors streets 
concealing a pulsing metropolis. This claims would do 

well to explain how the Midnight City endured the 
long ages of war so well in hiding. 

If true however all elements of joy and whimsy would 
have been drained from the trickster in the centuries 

of war, the Queen is clinical, logical and pragmatic but 
ultimately without mercy. She acts with discipline and 
swift retribution both in diplomacy and war, and often 

sees little difference between the two. 



Born Garret to the 

nomadic Ulgan tribes of 

The Grey, this now staple of 

Midnight Hierarchy did not begin his life a native citizen 

of the Midnight City. Instead he and his family for 

generations before them lived in what they came to know 

as The Grey Lands, an ever shifting strip of territories on 

the borders of the mists of Ulgu, at once cloaked by the 

mists enough to avoid the marauding tribes of chaos, 

whilst never too deep into the mists to fall prey to the 

beasts that lurk beyond the realm of sight. 

As Civilization began to return to the realms many of the 

Grey shunned the newcomers, unwilling to be forced to 

conform to the rules of these preaching Azyrite outsiders 

who strayed upon their migratory grounds. Yet some, 

Garret amongst them flocked to these beacons of hope 

within the realms, longing for the surety of a permanent 

home and having spent far too long unable to strike back 

against the tides of chaos that had pillaged the relics of 

the old times they seizing upon the opportunity to fight 

back. Enlisting in the Hammerhal Reclaimed Militia with 

eager resolve Garret was soon to find that though the soft 

skinned azyrites might call them Reclaimed as a word full 

of hope, their eyes often betrayed its true meaning, 

Different, Other Than, Deserving only of pity.  

With his optimism taking a dent with every 

passing year, yet true prowess and a talent for 

garnering the loyalty of others Garret rose 

through the ranks of the Reclaimed 

Militia as much as his “tainted” 

background would allow. Eventually 

ascending to Commander of 

the 41st Outriders, marshalling 

those behind him that, 

like him, had come from 

hardy folk who endured in the 

realms long before the 

Azyritekin emerged from 

their places of hiding. It 

was when death found his 

Outriders, not at the 

hands of Chaos but through 

the volatile and 

uncontrollable magics 

wielded by Wizards forced 

upon their ranks by the 

Lords of  Hammerhal that 

Garret found the City of 

Midnight. In the midsts of 

battle their own Wyrd 

energies turned against 

them, devastating man woman and child in an onslaught 

of uncontainable magical destruction without regard. 

No long able to serve Hammerhal, nor tolerate the 

presence of Magic bearers Garret was found to be ideal 

recruit for the Argent Order, secretive Witch Hunters 

born of the Midnight City who scoured the realms for 

candidates able to enforce the volatile anti magic rhetoric 

with conviction.  It was not long after his arrival in the 

Midnight City, an outsider in a world more alien that he 

had yet experienced that he came across a creature that 

would change his destiny once more. It was in the early 

dawn when for a few precious moments it was safe to 

roam the old city ruins around the hub of Midnight that 

he saw her, little more than a half starved foal whose 

juvenile wings are torn and beaten in places with deep 

rents of claw marks littering her hide. Surviving in the 

ruins of the Midnight Outers City, long since abandoned 

to the Shadow Beasts that prowled their mist drench 

husks to see such life surviving in that desolation stirred a 

hope in the battle worn General that he rarely got to 

glimpse. Whether cast out of the nest by parents, or 

Garret of the Grey 
Marshall of the Vigilant, Reaper of Midnight 

Reclaimed 



swatted from on high by the feline predators who scaled 

the peaks of Ulgu was unknown but this youngling had 

managed to find refuge in the older tower ruins, using 

her position of height to ambush weaker Shadow 

creatures and drag them back to feast upon. Garret knew 

what it was to be separate, the burden of being 

Reclaimed had weighed heavy upon his soul in his time 

with the Hammerhal Militia, yet in Midnight he had 

found home he had never dared to dream possible, it was 

perhaps these shared scars in their psyche that bonded 

man and beast and over the years has forged an 

unwavering trust. 

He came to know her as Sun though in truth this is less 

an affectionate moniker and more a memory of a fond 

legend The Grey tell their children to hide them from the 

cold truths of the Realms. Each day, as the light of Hysh 

crested the horizon and the mists of Ulgu were 

illuminated in its radiant glow the children would cast 

their eyes skyward in anticipation of the angels racing 

across the sky. Through the mists their silhouettes could 

be seen, vast winged forms as though titanic angelic 

beings trying to outrun the very light of the realms as 

they darted high above the rippling clouds of the Realm 

of Shadow. To this day Garret could still hear his mother 

voice each morning, a comforting whisper as his wide 

eyes stared out at the silhouettes. 

“There you see…” she would tell him “ We are not 

forgotten! The Angels of Sigmar ride out every day to 

every part of the realms that light still holds dominion 

over, every day they see us and ride back to the gates of 

Heaven to tell him we are survive, we thrive against these 

hardships.” A mothers voice and such comforting words 

did wonders to abate the fears of the children of the 

tribe, though half heard words of the war chiefs often 

shook their faith there was little doubting that the angels 

did in fact fly overhead every day. “So when you see them 

remember to smile, and Sigmar will know that you are 

safe, happy and secure, and he will keep the monsters at 

bay”. A lie, a sweet one perhaps that let the children sleep 

a little more soundly at night though crediting Sigmar for 

protection after his abandonment of their kind was hard 

to swallow. Yet in the years the passed, as the roving 

tribes of chaos came ever closer to their migration 

grounds the words began to feel increasingly hollow, 

every retelling a little more sour in the mouth. 

When he came of age Garret soon came to realise the 
silhouettes were cast not by angels but by the great 
beasts of the Ulgan peaks, though their true name was 
lost to the tribe they were often known as Sun Chasers, 
for their instinctive desire to race across the illuminated 
mists using the first light of the day to locate their prey in 
fresh glow of the dawn and snatch up beasts to consume 
in their Eyrie nests. There is comfort, even knowing the 
story was little but a comforting lie, in the presence of the 
Sun for Garret, she reminds him of fonder times with his 
mother long before her passing and of a time of hope and 
trust in a deity that would not have abandoned them to 
the dark. 

With Sun by his side Garrets talents as a general are 

beyond repute, and the fierce fire born of battle and 

suffering has only made him that much more lethal with 

age, in recent days he has ascended the ranks of the 

order to the envoy to the Midnight Queen herself. 

Executor of the Argent Order within the Midnight City, 

the hand of the Queen as Midnight once against extends 

its grasp upon the realms around it. 



The Lady Ophelia represents the most advanced and arguably most contentious innovation of the Midnight City in 

memory, an abomination of refined metallic ores, warpstone, Hyshian 

Aetherquartz all powered by a compressed steam engine compose a 

machine akin to the nightmares of many within the Realms. For 

centuries the underwars against Skaven in the Lower 

Workshops have threatened to consume the Midnight City, 

what once began as a minor gnawhole incursion was only 

worsened by the attempt to collapse it in on itself using 

warpstone laced demolition charges. Now much of 

the lower quarter of the city has fallen into an 

abyss known only as the Great Chasm beneath 

the city, with the rest of Midnight Anchored 

with great chains to the realmplate above 

that they might prevent their entire legacy 

falling in. In the early day of the war the 

death toll amongst the populace of the 

lower city was staggering, with whole 

floors lost to choking gasses pouring 

from the Chasm yet worse still came 

the tides of Skyre Ratkin seeking to 

loot the city. Unwilling to give up on 

their home and with their armies only able 

to withstand the choking gases for 

minutes at a time, the Midnight 

engineers devised increasingly complex 

Cogwork automata to fight the new 

menace, able to fight on for days at a 

time absent breath in the lower 

workshops to stunt their enemies 

advance. 

The urgency and necessity of this war of 

attrition would soon become the biggest boon to the 

innovations of Midnight, in times where the gases abated whole teams of engineers in sealed boiler suits would head 

to the depths, scavenging materials from Skyre and Automata alike that they might rebuild, redesign and advance 

their own creations. Through a series of trial and error designs, much to the distaste of the once plentiful Duardin 

Cogsmiths a number of creations have borne fruit, dubbed the Cogwork abominations these bewildering 

combinations of Ironweld and Skyre technologies are remarkably in their lethality. 

Yet to power these new designs the Cogsmiths could find little to replace the Warpstone of the Skyre, eventually 

turning to engineers of Cor Temporis, the Walking City and their Queen Ophellia for supplies of the refined Hyshian 

Aetherquartz that they might abate some of the negative aspects of Warpstone Technologies. In truth how much this 

has reduced the volatility of the Warpstone is debatable, a palpable hum of energy still radiates from the stones as 

they emit an eerie blue glow, though the engineers have declared it a success and in honour of the trade the first 

abomination to leave the workshop has been dubbed the Lady Ophellia to mark their invaluable aid. 

Armed with a reverse engineered Warplightning Cannon the Iron Matriarchs are capable of firing a sustained blast of 

energy to tear through their foes, employing a number of piston driven legs that they can support themselves across 

the walls of the lower workshops when the floors fall away into the Chasm. Even the head of the machine stands 

testament to their hatred of the ratkin, mounting a crude mockery of the bestial Ratgod to bear down upon his 

worshippers. Introduction of this new design has accelerated the salvage operations in the lower city, sparking an 

arms race in the design of Abominations and new technologies with which to make war. 

The Lady Ophellia 
Prototype Iron Matriarch Excavator 

Cogwork Abomination 



“If not now then when, if not me then who? Should I simply take a-bed to lament injury as days pass me by? Should 

I resign young men and women to a fate I am as of yet able to bear? I march for Midnight, for so long as she holds 

me to her embrace!” 

For much of his life Elias was unremarkable, a true blooded descendant of the Midnight city his sole claim to fame 

was his families stubborn defiance to abandon the ailing city in the Age of Myth as so many others had done. Born to 

a fine line of Cogsmiths his talents within the city were plentiful, but in a city of Master Engineers they were found to 

be in a good company without ever standing out. It was to be the introduction of the first Ironsworn Battle harnesses 

that proved to be hand of fate pulling Elias to the fore, brought on as a simple apprentice on the project under the 

cities Master Cogsmith he found himself selected, albeit reluctantly, to be amongst the first test the new battle 

harnesses. In some tellings of the story the Engineer saw something in Elias, the spark of destiny he needed and yet 

others claim the lead engineer simply couldn't allow some Freeguild ruffian to don such a masterpiece at this early 

stage, instead entrusting it to an apprentice who had slaved alongside the engineering teams in their design. 

Yet even as testing begun, to admittedly mixed results, the Midnight City suffered its first rebuke 

for emerging from hiding. Though the mists and canyons littered with pitfalls 

provided a natural defence against incursion a Bonesplitta Waaagh of 

remarkable size and unnatural cunning sought to bring 

their own war to these once peaceful lands. The 

mirrorlike, rippling stones of the canyon 

concealed many a dead-drop to claim the lives of the 

oncoming Waaagh, though not enough to deter 

them, and thus is came to be that the first of the Ironsworn 

alongside three full contingents of Weld Guard deployed 

to the Canyon mouth to prevent incursion. Though not a 

warrior by training and in truth never having 

before seen let along been in the midsts of 

battle Elias fought valiantly, the sheer 

strength of the battle harness making up for his 

lack of skill. However as his confidence grew tragedy 

stuck, batting aside great mobs of Orruks with his 

Ironclad Spear Elias over extended, the crude 

battle harness twisting the torso on its pivot 

joint snapping the young engineers spine in 

an instant. Skin greying, and pain rippling 

through his body Elias found himself 

unable to move, neither to advance or 

retreat, instead only able to swing his 

polearm in valiant defence. Blind to his injuries 

the Weld Guard saw only a man defiant, in the midsts of the horde refusing to buckle a single step 

in retreat, it was this (admittedly mistaken) vision of valour that spurred them onwards to route the remaining Orruk 

horde. 

Though now revered as War Hero, and having proven the potency of the battle harness. his first excursion in the 

Ironsworn was to prove Elias last with the damage he had sustained so severe no healer could restore unto him his 

legs. Yet Elias found himself unwilling to rest nor let the injury prevent him from duty, instead he and a team of loyal 

engineers restored a relic from the cities armouries that he might find a new mount able to bear him until the grips of 

battle. An ancient Coghauler once resigned to the museum as the Ironsworn initiative had taken hold now received 

masterwork restoration, its aged cannon replaced with a volatile rocket battery. In this way Elias has been able to 

return to the fore, his legacy and legend only growing as time has passed, the hero who in the face of the Horde stood 

alone, never to take a step in retreat. 

Elias “The Iron Duke” 
Cogsmith, Master of the Cogstable 

Saviour of the Mirrored Canyon 
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Born of Heaven... 

Midnight has many legends surrounding it, of course such is to be expected for a city that slipped into myth 

some centuries past only to emerge renewed absent communique nor ai from the divine. One such legend 

however speaks to its origin, that on the darkest days of the calendar when Ulgu is high in ascendancy it was 

the man that would come to be its architect and a small excursion force of Ironweld Prospectors that ventured 

further off the map in this shadowed realm. Driven perhaps by greed, ambitions or some lesser ventures 

motives they had strayed far longer than their supplies could bear and in this ever shifting realm absent 

landmark nor sane guidance they could only become yet further lost. When all thoughts of hope, salvation or 

even a peaceful death surrounded by kinsmen had fled and the time in their mortal coil seemed to have come 

to a tragic end the darkness that had formed constant companion found itself abruptly pierced, a beacon of 

light ripped from the heavens themselves and racing across the Ulgan landscape as though driven by the hand 

of divinity.  

In Darkest Night…. 

With no other course of action, eyes at once blinded by the truest light that had pierced the heavy shadow of 

the realm for the first time in months the Prospectors followed the will of the Noble they had only moments 

earlier been debating bludgeoning and eating as he spurred them on in pursuit of the fallen star. The long 

years spent in Ulgu had strained the mental resilience of their party, obsession and desperation coiling 

around what lingering remenants of their shattered psyche to reform atleast what could pass for a reasonable 

mindset their carts crashing over and through the rugged landscapes of the realm. 

We are Cast out…. 

Beneath now radiant sky, across a shattered rock and broken shards of realmglass, over a litany of weather 

beaten bones at once all revealed by the newly found light they continued in haste. Only coming to screeching 

halt as the thunderous rapture of the stars impact with the Realmscape sent reverberations across its 

treacherous form, the stone itself buckling… twisting and dancing into the air even in a moment of sheer 

destruction seeking to defy expectation. For a moment cast skyward, seemingly retreating the site of impact 

the darkened rocks coiled and swirled in a cloud of debris, shifting at the last moment with seeming nefarious 

intellect the rock and dust instead moved to entomb the prize the prospectors thought. 

Yet in the Light... 

Ulgu itself is nearly a sentient landscape, seeking not to deny the prospectors their prize so entirely they 

would not be tempted to mortal fate the very land beneath their feet began to shift into a labyrinthian valley 

of mirrored obsidian, a serpentine path of glistening rock carving its way to the crated that held their prize. 

No sane man, woman nor beast could transverse such a mirrored canyon absent guide, the veneer of its 

mirrored surface seemingly attracting cloak of shadow and mist that not traveller could divine rock from 

endless void to oblivion. Yet as the prospectors descended not a man amongst them could be mistaken for 

sane, almost feral in obsession and on the very brink of starvation they clambered bestial across rock and 

void, some slipping beneath the veil and into the endless depths seemingly robbed from memory as swiftly as 

they had been from life.  

We Shall Return... 

By the time they reached their prize only a mere handful remained, digging through shattered rock and 
charred earth with bare hands, blind to the agony as flesh singed, nail broke and bone began to fracture at the 
rigors of their labours. Yet it was the noble that would ultimately find fruit to these labours, a solitary beam of 
piercing light emerging from its tomb and casting a beam unto the heavens themselves. Here, he would form 
his kingdom, here he would divine a city like no others. 

Reborn in Death... 

THE MIDNIGHT CITY 

WHAT LIES BELOW…. 
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